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PREFACE 

This volume is devoted entirely to the Hermitage's collection of Apulian ceramics in the Gnathia tech-
nique. From among more than one hundred and fifty items, making up what is rightly considered one of the 
best such collections outside Italy, we have selected for publication those pieces that are of greatest inter-
est and in the best state of preservation. Most come from the collection of Dr Pizzati, acquired at auction 
in Rome, which entered the Imperial Hermitage in 1834. Thanks to their excellent condition and the high 
quality of the painting on these vessels, it has been possible to present this type of vase quite extensively in 
the Department's permanent exhibition. Our collection includes different periods and trends within this 
original and attractive group, created over the course of a whole century. The greater part of the Hermitage 
vases in the Gnathia technique remain unknown to foreign specialists, only occasional objects having been 
published by respected specialists such as L. Ford, T. B. L. Webster and J. R. Green. We have taken it upon 
ourselves to attribute those vases previously unpublished and hope that this volume will be of interest to 
specialists and to others with an interest in Antique ceramics. 

The author would like to thank Dr J. R. Green for his invaluable help in attributing and dating the vases 
published here.

ELENA ANANICH
Keeper of South Italian Vases

Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities 
The State Hermitage Museum
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PLATE 1 

1-2. MUG. I. B.655 (Fizz. 749; St. 1006). From the 
Pizzati collection, 1834. Found in Apulia. H. 8.0 cm; d. 
mouth 7.0 cm; ci. foot 6.2 cm. 

Intact. Surface smooth with very tiny chips, one of 
them in rim. Inside strongly calcified. Applied white al-
most totally flaked away. Clay very pale, almost white. 
Glaze black with strongly metallic sheen. Applied white. 

Oinochoe of shape 8M, with the ring handle confined 
to the shoulder. 

Whole of outside of oinochoe covered with black 
glaze; inside surface reserved. 

Body has a horizontal incised wavy ivy stem, from 
which emerge incised wavy sprays with leaves and berries 
at the end. From centre and ends of stem run three verti-
cal incised wavy stems with curls, also ending in ivy leaves 
and berries. Between them, on the ground-line (marked 
with a row of white dots): two large plants each consist-
ing of five stems of different height radiating fan-like and 
ending in a flower of three dots. 

The Konnakis Group (Kb). 
340-330 BC. 
Extremely thin walls. Attribution based on the pat-

tern, characteristic of the Konnakis Group (Kb), in the 
form of incised ivy tendrils ending in white leaves and 
berries indicated with three dots (three-dot fruit) (F0RTI 
1965, 43; WEBSTER 1968, 6). 

In form and manner of drawing the ivy stem the oino-
choe is absolutely identical to a vessel in Taranto (CVA 
Taranto 4, pis. 44.6, 45.3) and the mug Oxford 1884.702 
(WEBSTER 1968, 6, no. 22). For the shape see CVA Varso-
vie 6, pl. 17.1, 2. 

Bibl.: STEPHANI I, 407, no. 1006. 

3-4. CALYX-KRATER. Inv. B.676 (Pizz. 328; St. 895). From 
the Pizzati collection, 1834. Found in Ban. H. 25.2 cm; d. 
mouth 30.6 cm; d. foot 14.0 cm. 

Intact. Surface slightly worn. Small chips around edge

of rim and on handles. Large chips: on body of pig, be-
neath satyr's knee, in lower part of body on front of calyx-
krater and where body passes into stem on back of vase. 
On the foot a large deep crack spreading in different 
directions forming a letter X. Applied colours flaking in 
places. Strongly calcified: inner surface of floor and inner 
surface of stem. Clay pale orange-brown. Orange wash. 
Glaze black, good quality with slight sheen; by right han-
dle, above it and in upper part of side B glaze pale olive 
colour (resulting from firing). White, yellow and orange-
brown applied colours. 

Whole surface of vessel covered with glaze, except 
lower part of body and upper part of stem which are re-
served and covered with wash, two broad bands on rim, 
two fine bands beneath rim, a fine band running round 
the vase beneath the image, inner surface of handles and 
surface below handles, as well as inner surface of stem. 

A: Satyr riding right on a pig. Large white pig in white 
paint. Details of pig's face, bristles and anatomical features 
in yellow. Satyr's body in orange-brown over which skilful 
light strokes are used to convey a sense of play and light and 
modelling of body; contours and anatomical details of body 
in dilute glaze. Dilute glaze also used for facial features, but 
satyr's hair - mostly lost - was painted as curls in yellow. 
Satyr's right arm stretched forward, left pushed back and 
holding a large dish with fruits (?). Satyr's yellow tail flutters 
in the wind parallel to dish. Above satyr's head is a large gar-
land with ends hanging down, painted with large white dots; 
below is the ground-line, painted a small white dots. In front 
of satyr is an unidentified object, possibly a plant, painted in 
yellow, that flanks two large S-shaped symbols (painted in 
white) topped with swan's heads (painted in dilute glaze). 
Beneath the image is a fine reserved band, broad band of 
white egg-and-dot and repetitive incisions, below that two 
incised lines. 

B: In the centre a whitish-yellow garland, two yellow 
sashes with ties attached to it; to the sides the same S-
shaped signs as on side A, topped with swan's heads. 

The Konnakis Group (Kd) (attributed by T.B.L. Web-
ster).
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The Konnakis Painter (attributed by H. Bulle) 
340-330 BC. 
Superbly executed drawing. Extremely rare in Apulian 

vase-painting - and particularly in the Gnathia technique 
- is the ability to use light brushstrokes in white to convey 
a sense of the living body and of movement. Excellent 
painting of satyr's fine hands and small feet. One might 
agree with BULLE (Festscrift Loeb, 25) that the krater was 
the work of the Konnakis Painter himself. Webster linked 
it with other vases from the Konnakis Group Kd on the 
basis of the common decorative feature, the depiction of 
swan's heads on a long neck. 

On dionysian subjects on Gnathia vases see GREEN 
1989, 222-223. 

A satyr riding a pig is a rare subject. Compare a calyx-
krater in Lecce showing Pan chasing a pig (F0RTI 1965, pl. 
XXIVb, from the same Konnakis Group (Ke); WEBSTER 
1968, 8, no. 2). From Taranto (Forti 1986, 120-121).

purple lines, fruits in the form of large white and yellow 
spheres. Ground-line and outlines of rock marked with 
yellow dots. 

The Konnakis Group (KO the Naples Harp Group 
(C) (attributed by T.B.L. Webster). 

Painter of Lecce 1075 (?). 
340-330 BC. 
According to Webster's classification the vase may be 

placed in the Kf sub-group of the Konnakis Group be-
cause of features in the decoration, i.e. the laurel bushes 
to either side of Eros (WEBSTER 1968, 9, iii, no. 1). 

Compare Bassano del Grappa, 53-54, no. 1.3.3; BER-
NARDINI 1961, pl. 48.1-2; GREEN 1986, figs. 12, 13. 

Bibl.: WEBSTER 1968, 9, no. 1; 16, no. 5; F0RTI 1965, 107, 
note 19, pl. 32b.

PLATE 3 
Bibl.: STEPHANI I, 393 -3 94, no. 895; WEBSTER 1968, 7, no. 
3; FORTI 1965, 14; 107, note 15; 131, pl. XXIVa; BULLE, 
24-25, b. 9 und 10.

PLATE 2 

1-2. PELIKE. Inv. B.4571. From the Botkin collection, 
1928. H. 23.4 cm; d. mouth 12.0 cm; d. foot 8.6 cm. 

Intact. Surface of rim very spoiled: mechanical means 
used to remove glaze. Several large chips in lower part of 
body on side A; on side B many small chips and a large 
chip in the surface in centre of body (35 cm d.). Chip 
on rim of foot, battered surface on handles. Clay pale or-
ange-brown. Reddish-brown wash; same paint used for 
cross applied to bottom of foot. Glaze black with slight 
sheen. Applied colours: white, yellow and purple. 

Glaze over whole surface, upper part and bottom of 
oinochoe. 

A: On the neck: egg-and-dot in added white with in-
cised line above and double incised line below. Below is 
a line of large yellow dots with pendants composed of 
three small yellow dots. On the body an image of Eros 
seated facing right on a folded purple himation. Left 
arm bent, holding three-coloured tambourine; right arm 
down holding a whitish-yellow fillet. Body, face and wings 
painted in white. Yellow used to mark anatomical details 
of body, hair, facial features, pattern of kekryphalos and 
details of wings. Purple used for band on one wing and 
outlines of second wing. To either side of Eros are two 
tall plants (laurel bushes), their stems painted with broad

1-2. Cup . Inv. B.602 (Pizzati 1288; St. 963). From the Piz-
zati collection, 1834. 

H. 7.0 cm; d. mouth 9.8 cm; d. with handles 15.6 cm; 
d. foot 5.8 cm. 

Intact. Very tiny chips around rim edge and over 
whole surface. Two large chips on side B and two on edge 
of stand. Slightly flaking of glaze on handles. Applied col-
ours flaked away in places. Clay brownish, pale. Wash or-
ange-brown. Glaze good quality, black, with slight sheen. 
Applied colours: white, yellow. 

Glaze over whole of skyphos except where body pass-
es into stem and inner surface of stand, which has a circle 
of black glaze inside. 

A: Around the rim two incised lines, band of white 
egg-and-dot with incised ovae, two incised lines. Hang-
ing down are four vertical ivy sprays with incised stem 
and white leaves. Two descend to the sides, two run from 
the centre outwards to left and right, creating three sec-
tions containing two bunches of grapes and, in the centre 
below, an eight-petalled rosette. Rosette yellow, half of 
bunches of grapes and tendrils nearer to the centre in yel-
low, half further away in white. 

B: Around the rim an incised ivy wreath with white 
leaves either side. 

The Painter of Lecce 1075 (attributed by J. R. 
Green). 

340-320 BC. 
The form of vine, the style of rosettes and potterwork 

are typical of this painter. Compare for the shape, GREEN 
1976, pl. 19, no. 19; BERNARDINI 1961, pl. 19.19; Bassano
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del Grappa, 84-85, no. 1.3.32; CVA Varsovie 6, pl. 19.1,3, 
4; CVA Frankfurt 3, pl. 49.3-4. 

Bibi.: STEPHANI I, 403, no. 963. 

3-4. Cup . Inv. B.600 (Pizz. 1312; St. 961). From the Piz-
zati collection, 1834. H. 6.4 cm; d. mouth 9.0 cm; d. with 
handles 15.4 cm; d. foot 5.4 cm. 

Intact. Surface slight worn with very small chips. 
Small chips along rim edge, with slight flaking of glaze on 
handles. Long fine scratch (crack) in lower part of body 
on side A. On side B chip in central part of body below 
rim tinted. Crack inside floor. Clay orange-brown. Wash 
bright orange. Glaze good quality, lustrous black. Ap-
plied colours: yellow-white, purple. 

Glaze over whole surface except where body passes 
into foot and inside base. 

A: Around the rim a single incised line, band of white 
egg pattern, double incised line, band of alternating yel-
low and purple-red stripes, double incised line, band of 
large whitish-yellow dots. Three vertical ivy sprays hang- 
ing down, one to each side, one central, incised stem, 
leaves white, forming two panels in each of which is a 
six-petalled rosette. 

B: Around the rim a thick incised line with pear-
shaped leaves above and below. In the area below three 
rosettes, central one large with seven petals, side rosettes 
smaller with six petals. 

The Laurel Spray Group (attributed by J. R. Green). 
340-330 BC. 
A certain likeness to the painting on vases B.613 (pl. 

22.1-2), B.609 (pl. 22.3-4), B.603 (pl. 12.3-4). Compare 
for the shape GREEN 1976, pl. 19b, no. 19; CVA Mainz 2, 
pl. 22.7; CVA Varsovie 6, pl. 19.1; CVA Copenhague 7, pl. 
276.10; CVA Napoli 3, pl. 59.4. 

Bibl.: STEPHANI I, 403, no. 961. 

PLATE 4 

1-2. EPICHYSIS. Inv. B.658 (St. 949). From the Pizzati col-
lection, 1834. H.(with handle) 18.0 cm; d. foot 5.0 cm. 

Intact. Surface worn, particularly on the handles. 
Numerous small chips over the surface. To left of at-
tachment of handle a fine V-shaped crack. Relief fe-
male heads to either side of neck slightly battered. 
Small chips along edge of stand. Applied paints flaked 
away in places. Pale orange clay. Slightly orange slip.

Glaze black with slight sheen. Applied colours: white, 
orange-yellow, red. 

Glaze covers whole surface except inside, lower part 
of body and base and inside of base. 

Relief female heads to either side of neck. Below is a 
band of small orange dots then, divided by two horizontal 
incised lines, bands as follows: band of white egg pattern 
with dots and incisions, band of yellowish-white angled 
brackets, a yellowish-white S-shaped line, band of alter-
nating yellow and red stripes and another band of small 
yellow dots. Beneath this, on the body, a red and white 
laurel joining in a central rose; then another band of small 
yellow dots, then an incised lined, a band of white egg 
pattern with dots and incisions, another incised line. 

The Rose Painter. 
340-330 BC. 
In the central part of the body a flower, giving the 

painter his name, the Rose Painter (WEBSTER 1968, 12). 
Closest in design are epichyseis in London and Amster-
dam (CVA British Museum 1, pl. 6.19,22; CVA Scheurleer 
1, pl. 1.3), which Green relates to the master's middle and 
late periods (GREEN 1971, 32-33) and can thus be dated 
to 340-330 BC. 

About the Rose Painter see WEBSTER 1968, 11-12 (=the 
Konnakis Group (Kj); GREEN 1971, 30-34. 

Compare BERNARDINI 1961, pl. 38.1; CVA Napoli3, pl. 
73.3; GREEN 1971, pl. V (c), pl. VI (d-f). 

Unpublished. 

3-4. SKYPHOS. Inv. B.3005. Purchased from Maksimova, 
1918. H. 11.0 cm; d. mouth 9.4 cm; d. foot 4.6 cm. 

Both handles lost. Along rim of side B a large chip; 
on side A part of wall with rim broken off. On side B 
small grey stains; edge of foot very worn. Applied colours 
preserved almost without loss. Clay orange-brown. Wash 
pale brown. Good quality glaze, lustrous, deep black. 
Applied colours: yellow-white, yellow, red. 

Skyphos of Corinthian type. 
Body entirely black-glazed except for a reserved band 

above foot with red wash and a narrow black line near 
top of band. 

A: Around the rim incised egg and yellow-white egg-
and-dot pattern bordered above and below by two hori-
zontal incised lines; band of alternating red and yellow 
stripes, bordered below by two incised lines; row of yellow 
dots; horizontal vine with two vertical sprays descending. 
Stems of vines red, leaves and tendrils white and yellow; 
bunches of grapes red (two) or yellow and white. In the
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centre a ball flanked by tendrils and a rosette. Practically 
white colour on either side of skythos. All the details are 
more or less yellow, even the egg-and-dot pattern has a 
lemon shade. 

B: Around the rim egg-and-dot between incised lines 
with a row of alternating leaves and three dots in yellow-
white below, with vertical ivy sprays at either end. 

Glaze over the whole surface except for the lower part 
of the body and upper part of foot; a circle in the central 
part of the bottom also reserved. 

Near the Rose Painter. 
340-330 BC. 
Attribution confirmed by superb drawing, clay and 

glaze: 'Particularly characteristic of the Rose Painter and 
his followers are the detail work, the fine, lustrous black 
glaze, and the vines, which have a secondary curl at the 
base of the tendrils and curved stems for the bunches of 
grapes'(GREEN 1982, 268). 

Close to the painting is that on a skyphos and cup-sky-
phos in Bonn which Green identified as being from the 
Circle of the Rose Painter but not the work of the Painter 
himself (GREEN 1977, 551-556, p1. 1.2, 3). Very close are 
skythoi in Bonn (BAUMEISTER, no. 45, especially nos. 46, 
47) and skyphos in Ban (GREEN 1971, pl. Vc). 

Compare GREEN 1982, nos. 123, 125, 126; The British 
Museum 1, p1. 65; CVA Sèvres, pis. 47.18, 48.8; Bassano del 
Grappa, nos. 1.3.26,1.3.27; CVA Mannheim 2, p1. 50.13-15; 
CVA Wurzburg 4, p1. 53.1-2; CVA Varsovie 6, pl. 19.2; CVA 
Stuttgart 1, pl. 59.7; CVA Capua 4, pl. 1.1. 

Unpublished.

PLATE 5 

1-2. CUP-SKYPHOS. Inv. B593 (Pizz. 1289; St. 985; W. 
1525). From the Pizzati collection, 1834. H. 5.0 cm; d. 
with handles 15.0 cm; d. mouth 9.6 cm; d. foot 5.6 cm. 

Intact. Very fine dents over surface, many small chips 
and one large chip on rim edge. Large chip inside stand. 
Breaks in glaze on back of vessel. Crack runs around whole 
of body where it joins the foot. Applied paints flaked away 
in places, on the central ivy spray on side A and on the 
right spray on side B. Clay pale orange. Wash pale brown. 
Glaze black with slight sheen. Applied white. 

Glazed all over except for inside of stand, which bears 
a glazed band on the ridge; in middle of inside bottom a 
reserved circle with broad glazed ring around it. 

A: Around the rim a single incised line, white and in-
cised egg-and-dot, double incised line. Hanging down are

three vertical ivy sprays with stems and tendrils incised, 
leaves white, dividing side into two panels. Group of 
three dots between the leaves. Inside each panel a white 
four-petalled rosette. 

B: Around the rim a single incised line, white and in-
cised egg-and-dot, double incised line, then a row of pen-
dants composed of three elements (upper large, then two 
small dots), flanked to right and left by vertical ivy sprays, 
stems and tendrils incised, leaves white. Group of three 
dots between the leaves. 

The Konnakis Painter. 
340-330 BC. 
The motif of the rosette is characteristic of the works 

of the Rose Painter and artists of his circle. Konnakis ivy 
of type Kb with scratched stem, heart-shaped leaves and 
groups of three dots (WEBSTER 1968, 6, pl. Ta) relate to 
Middle Gnathia (GREEN 1982, 257, nos. 136-137). Very 
close is a cup in Bassano del Grappa, 84-85, no. 1.3.32, 
except that on the Hermitage cup there are side stems 
emerging from the central stem and the rosette has four 
rather than five petals; also one central circle is fully 
painted in. 

Compare CVA Napoli 3, pl. 59.4; CVA British Muse-
um 1, pl. 7.2; BERNARDINI 1961, pls. 32.6, 49.3, 18.13,14. 

Bibl.: STEPHANI I, 405, no. 985. 

PLATE 6 

1-2. PELIKE. Inv. B.1219 (Lay. 318; St. 1394; W. 1442). 
From the Laval collection, 1852. H. 29.6 cm; d. mouth 
16.0 cm; d. foot 11.8 cm. 

Almost intact: part of rim edge is re-attached. Surface 
very worn, with large number of small and large breaks in 
the glaze. Upper part of right handle repaired with plas-
ter and tinted. Considerable flaking of applied colours: 
Eros' left thigh, the greater part of the wreath and spirals. 
Deep round crack inside base. Chip on side of base. On 
side B are large red stains with black dots (resulting from 
firing). On side A to right of Eros' legs damage to surface 
in the form of a square, of uncertain origin (25 x 2.5 cm). 
Clay orange-brown. Glaze brownish with metallic sheen; 
black glaze only on side A in panel with Eros. Applied 
colours: white, orange, reddish-brown. 

Glaze covers whole of surface except inside (although 
inside of rim glazed), lower part of body and inside of 
base. 

A: Around the neck a double incised line, band of 
white eggs, double incised line, band of yellow pendants
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composed of a large yellow dot with three small yellow 
dots below. In the centre a figure of Eros standing almost 
frontally. Head in profile, turned left, upper part of body 
turned slightly to left. Right leg in profile, left leg frontally 
and to one side. In his right hand Eros holds a yellow 
wreath, in his left a reddish-brown fillet. Body and face 
in white, eyes, brows and mouth, kekryphalos, locks of 
hair around face and bunch of curls on back of neck in 
orange-yellow. Same orange-yellow used for anatomical 
details of the naked body, necklace and some feathers in 
his white wing. Second wing painted in reddish-brown. 
Ground-line marked with large white and yellow dots. 
To left of Eros a large plant with flowers and spirals in 
whitish-yellow, reaching up to the handle. Beneath the 
drawing is Z-shaped ornament in white, with double in-
cised line above and below. Above, to left of Eros' face, 
is a suspended ball with ribbons (?), almost totally invis-
ible now due to paint loss (it was possibly reddish-brown, 
with white ribbons). 

B: No decoration. 
Circle of the Rose Painter. 
Ca. 330 BC. 
Depiction of Eros and decoration almost identical 

to those on a similar lekythos in the Getty Museum in 
Malibu which Green identified as the work of a painter 
very close to the Rose Painter, but not the Rose Painter 
himself. Green dated the lekythos to c. 330 BC. 

Compare GREEN 1986,122-123, figs. 12b; GREEN 1982, 
no. 124. 

Bibl.: STEPHANI II, 162-163, no. 1394. 

PLATE 7 

1-2. OINOCHOE. Inv. B.647 (Pizz. 1266; St. 1020). From 
the Pizzati collection, 1834. H. 12.7 cm; d. foot 5.8 cm. 

Intact. Small chips in surface near where handles meet 
body and on front in lower part of body. Clay brownish, 
pale. Wash orange-brown, pale. Glaze black, olive tinge 
in places, with slight sheen. Applied colours: white, yel-
low, purple. 

Glaze over whole of oinochoe except inner surface 
(although inside of rim glazed), lower part of body and 
inner surface of stand, which are covered with wash. 

Beneath the rim an incised line, then a band of white 
egg-and-dot (with incisions), two double incised lines with a 
band of alternating white and yellow stripes between. 

Band of pattern composed of three small dots, fol-
lowed by horizontal vine with purple stem, from which

run three vertical purple stems with bunches of grapes 
and leaves, dividing body of vase into two sections. In one 
section a 'xylophone', in the other a double flute. Leaves, 
curls, bunches of grapes and musical instruments half yel-
low, half white. 

The Circle of the Rose Painter. 
Ca. 330 BC. 
Very careless drawing although we clearly see that the 

artist is following the Rose Painter's scheme (hut with 
three vertical sprays instead of two). 

Same drawing on Bassano del Grappa, no. 1.3.27; 
B.1724 (pl. 8.1-2). 

Bibl.: STEPHANI I, 408, no. 1020. 

PLATE 8 

1-2. SKYPHOS. Inv. B.1724 (St. 991; W. 1530). From the 
Campana collection, 1862. H. 8.6 cm; d. mouth 8.4 cm; 
d. foot 4.8 cm. 

Both handles re-attached (object photographed before 
conservation). Large triangular fragment missing from 
rim. Added colours well preserved. Clay pale-orange. 
Bright wash. Black glaze of high quality, slight sheen. 
Added colours: white, yellow, red. 

Glaze covers whole of surface except for lower part of 
body, upper part of foot and central part of foot's inner 
surface. 

Skyphos of Corinthian type. 
Both sides have around the rim a band of white egg-

and-dot, with double incised outlines; then a band of 
alternating yellow and red stripes, double incised line, 
a row of large yellow dots, beneath them small yellow 
pendants with three little yellow dots each, a double 
incised line. Below that, on both sides, a vine with two 
sprays, on one side of the vessel, and of an alabastron, 
a ball, and a xylophone, on the other side. Right halves 
of leaves and bunches of grapes are yellow, left halves 
white. 

Circle of the Rose Painter. 
Ca. 330 BC. 
Note that vine painted somewhat carelessly. Rare case 

in which both sides of skyphos decorated. 
Compare CVA Sèvres, pl. 47.18; GREEN 1971, pl. Va, 

b; GREEN 1989, pl. 39.3, 4; BAUMEISTER 2004, 264-265, 
nos. 45-47; CVA Limoges, pl. 4.1; CVA British Museum], 
pl. 6.5; CVA Adolphseck2, pl. 91,1-2; B.647 (pl. 7.1-2). 

Bibl.: STEPHANI 1,406, no. 991; ANANICH, 114, figs. 5-6.
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3-4. SKYPHOS. Inv. B.617 (Pizz. 1310; St. 982; W. 1505). 
From the Pizzati collection, 1834. H. 8.4 cm; d. mouth 
7.8 cm; d. with handles 13.8; d. foot 3.6 cm. 

Intact. Fine crack beneath right handle. Flaking of ap-
plied colours. Clay pale-orange. Red wash. Glaze of high 
quality, lustrous black. Applied colours: yellow, white, red. 

Skyphos of Corinthian type. 
Glaze covers whole surface except for lower part of 

body and transition to foot, also central part of bottom. 
A: Around the rim an incised line, band of white egg-

and-dot, double incised lines, band of alternating yellow 
and red strips, double incised lines, line of yellow dots 
below. Around the body a vine, with central red line from 
which emerge above and below leaves, bunches of grapes 
and tendrils. Three vertical sprays descend from the vine, 
the stem red, dividing the side into two sections. The 
right halves of bunches of grapes and leaves are yellow, 
left halves white. In each section is a single alabastron, 
lower part yellow. Below the alabastron a double line of 
thick dots. Leaves and grape clusters are joined to the 
stem by means of tendrils. 

B: Around the rim incised line, band of egg-and-dot, 
double incised line. Below this a line of white dots, with 
three vertical ivy sprays descending from it dividing the 
side into two sections; two white rosettes with six petals 
each are placed between them. 

The Naples Harp Group, sub-group D (T.B.L. Web-
ster). 

Circle of the Rose Painter (JR. Green). 
Ca. 330-320 BC. 
The skyphos is very carefully painted. It reveals most 

the characteristic features of the Circle of the Rose Paint-
er (see GREEN 1971, 31). One original feature of the paint-
ing is the number of suspended sprays, with three rather 
than the usual two. 

Compare WATSON 1986, 84-85, no. 41; B.599 (pl. 9.1-
2); GREEN 1971, pl. Va, b; GREEN 1989, pl. 39.3, 4; BAu-
MEISTER 2004,264-265, nos. 46,47; CVA Sèvres, p1. 47.18; 
CVA Limoges, pl. 34.1. 

Bibl.: STEPHANI I, 405, no. 982; ANANICH 2004, 116, fig 
9.

PLATE 9 

1-2. SKYPHOS. Inv. B.599 (Pizz. 1259; St. 977). From 
the Pizzati collection, 1834. H. 10 cm; d. mouth 10 cm; d. 
with handles 16.8 cm; d. foot 4.6 cm. 

Intact. Major chip on base on side A. Flaking of ap-

plied colours. The clay is buff. The glaze is black, shiny, 
sometimes with somewhat olive shade. Pale brown and 
orange wash. Applied colours: yellow, white, red. 

Skyphos of Corinthian type. 
Glaze covers whole of surface except for lower part of 

body and top of foot. On the bottom of the stand a ring 
of black glaze around the reserved centre. 

A: Around the rim a single incised line, band of white 
and incised egg-and-dot, double incised line, band of 
white circles alternating with two white vertical lines, dou-
ble incised line (very carelessly applied), band of yellow 
dots. Running around the body on this side is a vine with 
leaves, tendrils, bunches of grapes emerging above and 
below a central red stem, right half of leaves and bunches 
yellow, left half white. Suspended from this are two verti-
cal vines, forming a central panel containing a large white 
bird. Details of feathers and bird's head painted in dilute 
glaze.

B: Around the rim a single incised line, band of white 
and incised egg-and-dot, double incised line, then band 
of white ivy leaves. To right and left descend vertical ivy 
sprays with incised stem and white leaves. In the central 
panel thus formed is a seven-petalled white rosette. 

The Naples Harp, sub-group D (T.B.L. Webster). 
Circle of the Rose Painter U.R. Green). 
Ca. 330 BC. 
Decorated in a meticulous manner. The tendrils 

painted in broad daring strokes, apparently intention-
ally. Decoration very similar to that on vases published 
by Green - three vessels in Bonn and a skyphos in Ban 
(GREEN 1977,551-556, figs. 1, 2,3, 6), but painted in con-
siderably more careful manner. The carelessness of the 
execution of the broad curls is very evident, but a whole 
series of features allow us to suggest that the skyphos was 
by an artist of the Circle of the Rose Painter (GREEN 1971, 
31-32; GREEN 1982, 268). 

Close to the painting is that on a skythos and cup-
skythos in Bonn which Green identified as being from 
the Circle of the Rose Painter but not the work of the 
Painter himself (GREEN 1977, 551-556, figs. 1.2,3). 
Very close are skythoi in Bonn (BAUMEISTER, no. 45, 
especially nos. 46, 47). All Circle of the Rose Painter, 
dated to 340-330 BC. 

Compare GREEN 1982, nos. 123, 125, 126; CVA Brit-
ish Museum 1, pl. 6.5; CVA Sèvres, pls. 47.18, 48.8; CVA 
Stuttgart 1, pl. 59.7; Bassano del Grappa, nos. 1.3.26, 
1.3.27. 

Bibl.: STEPHANI I, 404, no. 977; ANANICH 2004, 116-117, 
fig. 10.
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3-4. SKYPHOS. Inv. B.1206 (Lay. 1264). From the Laval 
collection, 1852. H. 10.0 cm; d. mouth 9.0 cm; d. with 
handles 14.0 cm; d. foot 5.0 cm. 

Intact. Minor chips in surface. Flaking of applied col-
ours. Brown-orange clay. Wash bright red. Glaze dark 
brown in upper part of skyphos, light brown below sec-
ond line of dots. The yellow paint is very intense, with 
a considerable shade of orange. Applied colours: white, 
orange-yellow, red. 

Skyphos of Attic type. 
Glaze covers whole surface except for lower part of 

body and bottom of base. 
A: Around the rim a single incised line, band of white 

and incised egg-and-dot, double incised line, band of al-
ternating yellow and purple short stripes, double incised 
line, band of yellow dots. Running around the body on 
this side is a vine with leaves and tendrils above, leaves, 
bunches of grapes and tendrils below a central red stem, 
right half of leaves and bunches yellow, left half white. 
Line of yellow dots runs below the vine, followed by 
bands of key-pattern, chevron pattern, and zigzag pat-
tern, respectively, each separated from each other by in-
cised double lines. At the bottom a line of yellow dots. 

B: Around the rim a single incised line, band of white 
and incised egg-and-dot, double incised line, line of white 
dots. To right and left vertical ivy sprays descending, with 
incised stem and white leaves. In the centre a six-petalled 
rosette with three small white dots to right and left. 

The Naples Harp Group, sub-group D (T.B.L. Web-
ster). 

The Painter of Lecce 1075 (attributed by J. R. Green). 
340-320 BC. 
The skyphos can be placed in the sub-group D of the 

Naples Harp Group (WEBSTER 1968, 16-18). Like other 
skyphoi of Attic type it can be dated approximately 340-
320 BC (see GREEN 1977, 556). 

About the Painter of Lecce 1075 see: GREEN 1971, 34; 
GREEN 1968, 40-41. Compare: CVA Frankfurt 3, pl. 49, 
3-4; CVA Mainz 2, pl. 22,7. 
Bibl.:ANANIcH2004, 117, fig. 11. 

PLATE 10 

1-2. BELL-KRATER. Inv. B.674 (Pizz. 1261; St. 922). From 
the Pizzati collection, 1834. H. 23.8 cm; d. mouth 29.4 
cm; d. foot 14.6 cm. 

Intact. Surface slightly worn, with several very small 
chips outside and many inside. Applied colours flaked 
away in places. Clay very pale pinkish-brown. Bright red-

dish-brown wash. Glaze black in places, brown in others, 
with a slight sheen. Applied colours: white, yellow, red. 
Handles in the form of lion's heads. 

Glaze covers all except bands around edge of rim, in-
side and where body meets foot, which are reserved and 
covered with wash. Inner surface of foot reserved. 

A: Around the rim an incise band, band of white egg 
pattern, band of alternating yellow and purple stripes 
between double incised lines, then band of large yellow 
dots. On the body a vine with broad red stem from which 
emerge above leaves and tendrils, below - bunches of 
grapes, leaves and tendrils. Right half of leaves and bunch-
es of grapes yellow, left half white. Below in the centre a 
seven-petalled rosette with yellow heart and white leaves; 
to either side a large whitish-yellow alabastron. 

B:Descending from the rim by each handle a small verti-
cal ivy spray with incised stem. Beside each spray an incised 
line running diagonally towards the centre of this side with 
rows of dots to either side. Leaves and dots in white. 

The Laurel Spray Group (attributed by J. R. Green). 
330-320 BC. 
Notably high level of execution. 
About the Laurel Spray Group see GREEN 1976, 10. 
The handles in the form of lion's heads are close to 

BEREREDINI 1961, pls. 57.3, 8, 10; close to CVA Varsovie 
6, pl. 16.2, 3. 

Compare CVA Varsovie 6, pl. 15.4,5; pl. 16.2,3 (han-
dles); CVA Compiègne, pl. 24.16; CVA Manchester IV D, 
25; shape - BERNARDINI 1961, pl. 8.2, 10.1; FORTI 1965, pl. 
XVIII b. 

Bibi.: STEPHANI I, 398, no. 917. 

PLATE 11 

1-2. SKYPHOS. Inv. B.1975. From the Chertkov collection, 
1888. H. 14.8 cm; d. mouth 12.6 cm; d. with handles 20.8 
cm; d. foot 6.0 cm. 

Intact; surface slightly worn, numerous minor chips 
along rim edge and on body of reverse side, with traces 
of calcification. Flaking of applied colours, especially in 
the area of woman's face. Severe calcification on inner 
surface. Clay pale, no wash. Glaze black, in places olive 
tinged with a metallic sheen. Applied colours: white, yel-
low, brown. 

Skyphos of Corinthian type. 
Glazed all over except for reserved band above foot 

and inner face of bottom(defect of firing), which bears a 
glazed band on the ridge.
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A: Around the rim egg pattern in added white with 
incised line above. Double incised line below, then al-
ternating yellow and purple short stripes, then another 
double incised line. Suspended from the incised line is 
a vine, with bunches of grapes, leaves and tendrils, be-
tween vertical ivy sprays hanging down, these sprays con-
siderably shifted to the sides (which is characteristic of 
this group). Right halves of the grape clusters and leaves 
painted yellow. Leaves on ivy sprays facing inwards also 
yellow, those facing out painted white. In the centre a 
female head turned left, face and neck white, hair yel-
low. Eye, eyebrow and necklace also yellow. Kekryphalos 
has a decoration of two straight red stripes with a wavy 
dark-yellow line between them. In front of woman's face 
a wreath of somewhat small yellow dots. Behind the head 
a long line formed of alternating large white and yellow 
dots. A wavy line of small white dots runs beneath the 
image.

B: Around the rim double narrow petals running right 
in added yellow-white (with fruits?), stem an incised dou-
ble line. 

The Naples Harp Group, sub-group A. 
The Laurel Spray Group (attributed by J. R. Green). 
340-330 BC. 
Woman's head and vine reveal clear similarities with 

those on Hermitage krater B.675 (WEBSTER 1968, 13, no. 
9; F0RTI 1965, 159, pl. 24d): pointed nose, drawing of 
eyes, characteristic features of hairstyle such as separate 
wavy curls in forehead, bundle of hair projecting from 
saccos at back of neck. Close likeness also in decoration 
(characteristic band of egg pattern without dots and with-
out incisions) and in careless execution. This allows us to 
suggest that the skyphos be placed amongst late works of 
the Naples Harp Group (A). 

About the Laurel Spray Group see: GREEN 1976, 10. 
Compare B.611 (pl. 11.3-4); CVA Napoli 3, pl. 64.1; 

CVA Bologna 3, pl. 1.15; CVA Goteborg 1, pl. 40.1-2; Bas-
sano del Grappa, 87-88, no. 1.3.35. 

Bibl.: ANANICH 2004, 111-112, fig. 1. 

3-4. SKYPHOS. Inv. B.611 (Pizz. 1268; St. 992; W. 1507). 
From the Pizzati collection, 1834. H. 9.4 cm; d. mouth 
8.0 cm; d. with handles 12.0 cm; d. foot 3.8 cm. 

Small fragment of rim broken off and re-attached. 
Crack in front side of vessel. Surface worn, flaking of ap-
plied colours. Clay pale orange. Bright red wash. Glaze 
black, in places brownish tinge. Applied colours: white, 
yellow.

Skyphos of Attic type. 
Glazed all over except reserved band above foot 

and inner face of stand, which has a glazed band on the 
ridge.

A: Around the rim double incised lines, band of white 
egg-and-dot, double incised lines, band of yellow Ss. Be-
low, there is a vine, running to the left and painted in 
the manner characteristic of this group. The leaves and 
bunches of grapes are suspended. Right halves of leaves 
and bunches of grapes yellow. Beneath the vine a com-
plex rosette with three yellow dots on each side. To right 
and left of it vertical lines of dots descend from vine, each 
terminating in an unidentified white object. 

B: Around the rim two incised horizontal lines, white 
ivy leaves above and below. 

The Naples Harp Group, sub-group A (T.B.L. Web-
ster). 

The Laurel Spray Group (attributed by J. R. Green). 
340-320 BC. 
Somewhat deliberate carelessness in execution. As was 

convincingly shown by Green, skythoi of Attic type are 
relatively rarely found in Gnathia ceramics (GREEN 1977, 
556). According to Green's studies, vessels of this type 
were produced for only a short period of time (GREEN 

1977, 556), ca. 340-320 BC, to which period the Hermit-
age skythos should be dated. 

About the Laurel Spray Group see GREEN 1976, 10. 
Compare B.1975 (pl, 11.1-2); B.675 (WEBSTER 1968, 

13, no. 9; F0RTI 1965, 159, pl. 24d); CVA Napoli 3, pl. 
64.1; CVA Bologna 3, pl. 1.15; CVA Göteborg 1, pl. 40.1-
2; Bassano del Grappa, 87-88, no. 1.3.35. 

Bibl.: STEPHANI I, 406, no. 992; ANANICH 2004, 112, fig. 
2.

PLATE 12 

1-2. Cu (with one handle). Inv. B.589 (Pizz. 1309; St. 
958). From the Pizzati collection, 1834. H. 7.4 cm; d. 
mouth 12.6 cm; d. foot 6.6 cm. 

Intact. Surface worn, numerous minor chips. Flaking 
of added colours. Clay orange. Bright wash. Glaze black, 
with slight sheen. Added colours: yellow, white, red. 

Glaze covers whole surface except for lower part of 
body, transition to foot and inner part of bottom, in the 
centre of which is a black glaze ring. 

Decoration continues round whole of cup except from 
area immediately under the handle. A small conical knob 
to either side of handle, covered with black glaze. Around
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the rim an incised line, a band of white egg pattern, dou-
ble incised line, line of large yellow dots. Around the 
body an ivy wreath with leaves, tendrils and bunches of 
grapes emerging above and below a slightly wavy red line 
of the stem. Right halves of bunches of grapes and leaves 
yellow, left halves white. Wreath flanked by two vertical 
incised wavy lines, with small white ivy leaves to left and 
right. 

The Laurel Spray Group (attributed by J. R. Green). 
340-320 BC. 
On the Laurel Spray Group see: GREEN 1976, 10; CVA 

Philadelphia 1, 27. 
Compare Bassano del Grappa, 87, no. 1.3.35; WATSON 

1986, no. 41; CVA Heidelberg 2, pl. 87.1,2; CVA Mainz 
2, pl. 22.1, 2; GREEN 1989, pl. 40.3; CVA Philadelphia 1, 
pl. 32.7-8; CVA Bologna 3, pl. 2.1; CVA Copenhague 7, 
pl. 276.9; BERNARDINI 1961, pl. 19.16; CVA Verona 1, pl. 
20.1a-b; B.603 (pl. 12.3-4). Similar shape on GREEN 1976, 
pl. 19, no. 18; CVA Stuttgart 1, pl. 60.8; CVA Bucarest 1, 
pl. 40.6-7. 

Bibl.: STEPHANI I, 402, no. 958; ANANICH 2004, 115, fig. 
7.

3-4. CUP-SKYPHOS. Inv. B.603 (Pizz. 1284; St. 959; W. 
1528). From the Pizzati collection, 1834. H. 7.6 cm; d. 
mouth 11.0 cm; d. with handles 17.0 cm; d. foot 6.0 cm. 

Intact. Surface has small chips, with a large crack 
on both stem and in floor. Applied paints flaked away 
in places. Clay pale orange. Orange-brown wash. Glaze 
black with slight sheen, beneath right handle brownish 
tinge. Applied colours: white, red, yellow. 

Edge of mouth slightly curved inwards. 
Glaze covers whole of surface except for lower part 

of body and join of body and foot, also rings inside the 
foot.

A: Around the rim an incised line, white egg pattern, 
double incised line, band of alternating yellow and red 
short stripes, double incised line, band of large yellow 
dots. All incised lines deep, broad, very even. Running 
around the body on this side is a vine with leaves, ten-
drils, bunches of grapes emerging above and below a cen-
tral red stem, right half of leaves and bunches yellow, left 
half white. 

B:Around the rim a double horizontal incised line, with 
white ivy leaves above, yellow ivy leaves below. Suspended 
from the line at both ends are vertical ivy sprays, from the 
centre hangs a laurel spray, all dividing the side into two 
panels. In either panel is a three-petalled rosette.

The Laurel Spray Group (attributed by J. R. Green). 
340-320 BC. 
About the Laurel Spray Group see: GREEN 1976, 10; 

CVA Philadelphia 1, 27. 
Closest in shape and drawing the side A of a cup in 

Verona, CVA Verona 1, pl. 20.1a, b. Bassano del Grappa, 
87, no. 1.3.35; CVA Heidelberg 2, pl. 87.1,2; CVA Mainz 
2, pl. 22.1,2; GREEN 1989, pl. 40.3; CVA Philadelphia 1, 
pl. 32.7-8; CVA Bologna 3, pl. 2.1; CVA Copenhague 7, 
pl. 276.9; BERNARDINI 1961, pl. 19.16; B.589 (pl. 12.1-2). 

Bibl.: STEPHANI I, 403, no. 959; ANANICH 2004, 115-116, 
fig. 8.

PLATE 13 

1-2. EPICHYSIS. Inv. B.659 (Pizz. 1269; St. 1011). From the 
Pizzati collection, 1834. Found in Apulia. H. with handle 
16.0 cm; d. foot 4.0 cm. 

Intact. Surface slightly worn. Flaking of applied 
paints. Glaze high quality, lustrous black. Clay pale or-
ange. Bright wash. Applied colours: white, yellow, red, 
orange. 

Glaze covers the whole surface except for the inside, 
the transition from body to foot and inside of the foot. 

Junction of handle and neck decorated on each side 
with a moulded lion's head. 

Around the neck below the spout a line of orange 
dots. Below double incised line, band of white tongues 
at the base of the neck, double incised line, at top of 
shoulders a band of running S-s, half painted yellow, half 
white; double incised line; on shoulders a band of zigzag 
alternating yellow and purple wavy stripes over winding 
yellow garland, double incised line, row of yellow dots. 
Around the body a vine, with central red stem, leaves 
and tendrils projecting above, leaves, bunches of grapes 
and tendrils below. Right halves of leaves and bunches of 
grapes painted yellow, left half white. Below a double in-
cised line, band of white and incised egg-and-dot, double 
incised line. 

The Sidewinder Group. 
340-320 BC. 
Identified with the Sidewinder Group on the basis 

of features noted by Green, including all the charac-
teristic decorative elements. The red central bunch of 
grapes is a characteristic feature of the Group (GREEN 

1976, 9, no. 35). 
About the Sidewinder Group see GREEN 1976, 9, 27, 

note 35; WEBSTER 1968, 18. 
Very close is an epichysis in Boston (Boston, 199, no.
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119). On the garland see: GREEN 1986, 123. 
Compare WATSON, no. 47; CVA Heidelberg 2, pl. 87. 1, 

2; CVA Mainz 2, pl. 22.1,2; GREEN 1989, pl. 40.3. 

Bibl.: STEPHANI 1,407, no. 1011; ANANICH 2004, 117-118, 
fig. 12.

PLATE 14 

1-2. OIN0cHOE. Inv. B.642 (Pizz. 1250; St. 924). From the 
Pizzati collection, 1834. H. 20.0 cm; d. mouth 8 x 5.6cm; 
d. foot 7.0 cm. 

Intact. Four chips on surface: three on front of body, 
large one on neck to left of handle. Flaking of applied 
colours. Clay orange-buff. Pale brown wash. Glaze high 
quality, lustrous black. Applied colours: white, yellow, 
red.

Glaze covers the whole surface except for inside the 
lower part of the body and bottom. 

Very varied decoration. Around neck below lip a dou-
ble incised line, white egg pattern, double incised line, 
band of large spirals, double incised line. Around upper 
part of shoulder a double incised line with ivy leaves above 
(white) and below (yellow). Around the body a vine, with 
central very thick stem, from which emerge above leaves 
and tendrils, below leaves, tendrils and bunches of grapes, 
the right half of which are yellow, the left white. Around 
lower part of body double incised line, band of meander 
running right, double incised line, laurel wreath in white 
around a single incised line (stem). 

The Laurel Spray Group (attributed by J. R. Green). 
340-320 BC. 
Drawing very carefully executed. 
Identified, on the basis of features noted by Green, 

(GREEN 1976, 10), including all the characteristic decora-
tive elements. About the Laurel Spray Group see GREEN 

1986, 130. 
Compare CVA Zurich 1, p1. 51.7; CVA Göttingen 1, 

41.7-8; CVA Varsovie 6, pl. 21.4. 

Bibl.: STEPHANI I, 399, no. 924; ANANICH 2004, 118, fig. 
13.

colours flaked away in places. Clay orange-brown. Bright 
wash. Glaze lustrous black. Applied colours: white, yel-
low, purple. 

Glaze covers whole of outside, except lower part of 
body and where body joins stem; inside reserved. Inside 
of foot reserved, covered with bright wash. 

Stick ornament on neck. On shoulders a line of large 
yellow dots then a line of smaller yellow dots. In centre of 
body a female head in a kekryphalos turned left. Wom-
an's face and neck marked in white, kekryphalos in pur-
ple, hair, eyes and brows in yellow. Some details of curls 
of hair, eyes and brows additionally marked in dilute 
glaze. Hair projecting from end of kekryphalos painted 
in yellow. Hair tied with white ribbon with pendants. Be-
low the woman's head a large whitish-yellow flower with 
characteristic curls adorned with dots. Similar curls and 
simple spirals, as well as characteristic flowers recalling 
lilies, to either side of the head. White and yellow used in 
the decoration. 

The whole composition on the body marked off below 
by two incised lines. 

The Dunedin Group (?). 
330-320 BC. 
Attribution is complicated by poor state of preserva-

tion of applied paints. 
Indisputable likeness to a flat lekythos and an alabas-

tron in Bonn (BAUMEISTER, 246-247, nos. 16, 17) in the 
head and hairstyle, cap and decoration; both vessels are 
dated 340-330 BC. The same sort of floral system is to be 
seen on a bottle in Oxford (Oxford 1934.13; GREEN 1968, 
44, no. 4, pl. IX), but not so elaborate. 

Lacking the usual egg-and-dot with incision but some 
other examples also lack this subsidiary decoration (pe-
like Oxford 1885.669: GREEN 1968, 43, no. 1, pl. VIII 
d).

About the Dunedin Group see GREEN 1976, 8. 
Compare CVA British Museum 1, pl. 1.15; GREEN 

1976, pl. 12; FORTI 1965, pl. 6 (flat lekythos); CVA Napoli 
3, pl. 69.7. 

Unpublished.

PLATE 16 

PLATE 15 

1-2. LEKYTHOS. Inv. B.4572. From the Botkin collection, 
1928. H. 15.4 cm; d. mouth 4.2 cm; d. foot 4.8 cm. 

Neck re-attached; chips around rim and base. Applied

1-2. PELIKE. Inv. B.665 (Pizz. 1253; St. 935). From the 
Pizzati collection, 1834. H.19.0 cm; d. mouth 9.2 cm; d. 
foot 5.8 cm. 

Broken and repaired. Filled with plaster: left han-
dle (2/3), large part of body below same handle. Many
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small chips over surface of vase and stand. Large chips 
along edge of rim and inner surface of lip. Black glaze 
removed from surface around egg-and-dot on side A us-
ing mechanical means. Applied colours flaked in places, 
particularly orange (hair, facial features and woman's at-
tire). Clay very pale. Glaze brownish with metallic sheen. 
Applied colours: white, orange, brown. 

Pelike shape 2. 
Glazed all over except inner face of bottom, which 

bears a glazed band on the ridge. Reserved circle sur-
rounded by a broad glazed ring in middle of inner face of 
bottom. Inner surface of bottom unglazed. 

A: Egg-and-dot pattern in added white (egg incised 
too) with double incised line above and below. Then 
band of spirals, upper half slightly orange, lower part 
white; groups of three dots between them above and be-
low. Double incised line, then band of white dots, band of 
white ivy leaves. On the body a woman's head in a saccos 
turned left. Woman's skin and hair projecting from saccos 
painted in white; saccos painted in brown with pattern in 
dilute black glaze. Black glaze used for (almost entirely 
lost) necklace. Orange - woman's facial features, locks 
of hair, clothes across shoulder - almost entirely lost. To 
left of woman a seven-petalled rosette, to right a six-pet-
alled rosette, painted in white and orange. Beyond that 
are large spiralling curls, then curls with flowers in white 
and orange. Beneath the woman are two spirals pointing 
in different directions, then a broad band of egg-and-dot 
pattern in added white (egg incised too) with double in-
cised line above and below. 

B: Egg-and-dot pattern in added white with double 
incised line above and below. Then band of white dots; 
hanging from either end are vertical ivy sprays with white 
leaves and incised stems. Between them a seven-petalled 
rosette in white. 

The Stockport Group. 
Ca. 330 BC. 
Decoration rather similar to that on a bottle, Boston 

116, the name vase of the Boston Group and some oth-
er vases of this Group. This relates to the sickle-shaped 
curls partially covering each other, the woman's head 
turned left in profile in a red kekryphalos, the ornament 
on the neck and particularly that beneath the drawing, 
with carelessly executed double incised lines and white 
egg-and-dot with incisions. The head between flowers 
or wings was borrowed from the neck of large red-figure 
kraters (GREEN 1976, 27, note 31). Head more forceful 
than usual in such cases, looking up; drawing of eyes, 
brows and mouth lost. In the Group of Lecce 1047 the 
closest analogies are several vases identified by Green,

above all a pelike in Bari 1156 (GREEN 1971, 33) that 
repeats the shape of the Hermitage vase, with some ex-
ceptions. Drawing of decoration very close although that 
on the Hermitage vase is more carelessly executed. Band 
of ornament around the neck in the form of spirals is a 
sort of repetition of the 'clashing waves' characteristic 
of this Gnathia group. Nonetheless, the closest similari-
ties are seen in vases of the Stockport Group, which is in 
the opinion of Green the later side of the Boston Group 
(GREEN 1971, 33). About the Stockport Group see Web-
ster 1951, 227-8, Webster 1968, 22-23. 

Compare BERNARDINI 1961, pis. 30.5, 31.1; CVABrit-
ish Museum 1, p1. 6.16; CVA Sèvres, p1. 47.23. 

Bibi.: STEPHANI I, 400, no. 935 

PLATE 17 

1-2. Pyxis. Inv. B.4247. From the State Museums 
Fund, 1928. H. 12.2cm; d. mouth 8.2 cm; d. foot 6.4 cm. 

Intact. Lid missing. Surface of vessel except on side 
A very worn with numerous chips, significant flaking of 
glaze along rim edge and around where handles attached. 
Large chip in stand. Applied paints flaked away in places. 
Clay orange-brown. Wash dark orange. Glaze black, ol-
ive tinge in places, with metallic sheen. Applied colours: 
white, yellow. 

Glaze covers whole surface except for lower part of 
body and transition to foot, as well as inside surface of 
stand.

A: Around the rim a band of repeated Z-shaped orna-
ment, upper part yellow, lower part white. On the shoul-
ders, between two broad double yellow lines, a band of 
white and yellow meander. Below, a band of large white 
and yellow dots. In the centre of the body a white swan 
moving left. Feet, beak, rump and details of feathers in 
yellow (with dilute glaze?). To right and left of bird are 
flanking rich curls and spirals with flowers in white and 
yellow. Ground-line marked with bands of white and yel-
low dots. 

B: On the shoulders - stick ornament, upper part yel-
low, lower part white. 

The Painter of Lecce 1075 (attributed by J. R. 
Green). 

Ca. 330 BC. 
The pyxis is relatively uncommon in Gnathia ceram-

ics. One reason for Green's attribution to the Painter of 
Lecce 1075 is the shape, one typical of Messapia. Indu-
bitable likeness between this pyxis and the krater in the
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Getty Museum at Malibu (Occasional Papers on Antiqui-
ties, 2, The J . Paul Getty Museum, Malibu, California, 
Vol. 3, 1986, 128, fig. 19 a, b) in general and for style of 
wings; swan and decoration - see CVA Lecce 1, pl. 6.3-4; 
CVA Limoges, pl. 33.4, 6. Very close likeness in decora-
tion and swan on CVA Napoli 3, pl. 69.3. Some similari-
ties in decoration and wings on CVA Napoli 3, p1. 71.8. 
Florals to either side on CVA Philadelphia 1, pl. 38, 5-7. 

Compare for the shape CVA Sèvres, p1. 48.12. Dis-
tantly recalls: CVA Goteborg 1, p1. 40.5; CVA Bruxelles 
1, p1. 2.9. 

Unpublished.

PLATE 18 

1-2. BOTTLE. Inv. B.1286 (St. 937). From the Public Li-
brary, 1854. H. 16 cm; d. mouth 5 cm; d. foot 5.5 cm. 

Intact. Surface lightly worn with very small breaks in 
the glaze. Edge of rim re-attached. Small chip on foot. Ap-
plied colours flaked away in places. Clay orange-brown. 
Pale brown wash. Glaze lustrous-black. Applied colours: 
white, yellow, dark brown, pale brown. 

Glaze covers whole of surface except inside, area 
where body joins foot and inner surface of foot, which 
are covered with wash. 

On the neck: stick ornament, egg-and-dot in added 
white with double incised line above and below. Below a 
line of small whitish-yellow dots. On the body a woman 
seated on a whitish-yellow rock, turned to left. In her 
right palm sits a large bird, in her left she holds a double 
flute. Woman wears a long pale brown robe, with a broad 
border around the neck, down the front and around the 
bottom; border with white zigzags or crosses. Body and 
face in white; hair, jewellery, facial features and pattern 
on white kekryphalos in yellow. Visible from beneath 
the robe are the woman's feet in whitish-yellow slippers. 
Flute and bird painted in yellow, bird's wings emphati-
cally dark brown. To right of rock is a tall whitish-yel-
low flower with leaves marked with dotted lines. Central 
composition flanked to either side by abundant ornament 
in the form of spirals, flowers and curls of white and yel-
low. 

Beneath the image runs an egg-and-dot pattern in 
added white, double incised line above and below. 

The Group of Lecce 1047 (attributed by T.B.L. Web-
ster). 

320-300 BC. 
Webster suggested that the bottle may have been part-

ly repainted but noted that this did not affect the vegeta-
ble ornament which allows us to place the vase with the 
Group of Lecce 1047, characterised by elegantly paint-
ed flowers based on those of the Konnakis Group (Ka) 
(WEBSTER 1968, 22) and notably on the lekythos in the 
group in Bowdoin College Museum of Art showing, as 
was suggested by Green (GREEN 1982, 262-263, no. 120), 
the so-called Bowdoin Muse, a Muse on Mount Helikon. 
There is undoubted likeness between paintings on the 
Hermitage bottle and the Bowdoin lekythos. Nonethe-
less, we can agree with the attribution put forward by 
Webster, who saw as one of the characteristic features of 
the Group of Lecce 1047 the carefully painted, absolutely 
flat flowers in the decoration, recalling the dried plants of 
a herbarium. 

Compare CVA Napoli 3, pl. 69.4; the bottle Oxford V 
493 (WEBSTER 1968, pl. lid). 

Bibl.: STEPHANI I, 420, no. 1286; 1965, pl. 34e; F0RTI 
1965, pl. 34e; WEBSTER 1968,23, no. 6; The Antique Vases 
from the Hermitage Museum, in The Joy of Life. Great Art 
Treasures from the Hermitage Museum, exh. cat., Tokyo, 
2001, 86, no. 15.

PLATE 19 

1-2. OINOCHOE. Inv. B.646 (Pizz. 1249; St. 1014). From 
the Pizzati collection, 1834. H. 12.0 cm; d. foot 4.4 cm. 

Intact. Small chips along edge of rim and edge of foot. 
Surface worn with small dents. Clay very pale, brownish. 
Glaze uneven, from black with slight sheen to pale brown 
with black patches; uneven red lines in lower part of body 
resulting from firing. Applied colours: white, yellow. 

Glaze covers whole surface except inner surface (ex-
cept rim), lower part of body and inner surface of foot. 

Around the neck two bands of short almost vertical 
lines recalling leaves, upper band white, lower yellow. 
Around body an ivy wreath with berries moving right. 
Stem white, leaves and berries yellow. In lower part of 
body: a yellow fruit (apple?) in the centre, to right and 
left two eight-petalled rosettes with yellow centre and 
white petals. Each object flanked by two white dots. 

Circle of the Painter of the Louvre Bottle and Ambro-
siana Painter (?). 

320-300 BC. 
A number of features are characteristic of the Painter of 

the Louvre Bottle: ivy wreath painted with broad strokes, al-
though moving right as in works of the Ambrosiana Painter. 
Leaves more rounded; confident brushstrokes.
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Similar form of leaves on CVA Fogg Museum, pl. 36.9; 
CVABritzh Museum 1, pl. 2.6; BERNARDINI 1961, pl. 10.4, 
7. 

Bibi.: STEPHANI I, 407, no. 1014. 

PLATE 20 

1-2. KYATHOS. Inv. B.4343. From the Shuvalov collection, 
1925. H. 12 cm (without handles); d. mouth 7 cm; d. foot 
4.2 cm. 

Assembled from pieces, small missing parts of body 
and handle filled with plaster. Edges of rim very broken, 
applied colours worn away in places. Clay pale, slightly 
orange. Bright wash. Black glaze with slight sheen. Ap-
plied colours: yellow, white, red. 

Glaze covers all but inner surface of body, bottom of 
outside of body, stem and inner surface of foot. 

Band of whitish-yellow egg pattern between double in-
cised lines. Then band of alternating red and yellow wavy 
strips, double incised line, band of yellow dots. Lower 
down on the neck a laurel wreath running right with in-
cise stem and yellow petals with dots emerging from it. 
On the body a vine: a broad purple band from which 
project above vine leaves and tendrils, and below leaves, 
bunches of grapes and tendrils. Right half of leaves and 
bunches of grapes painted in yellow, left half in white. 

The Laurel Spray Group. 
340-330 BC. 
According to Green's classification the kyathos belongs 

with the Laurel Spray Group (GREEN 1986, 130; GREEN 

1976, 6, pl. 8a). GREEN 1986, 130, fig. 23, has different 
ornament on the neck - a laurel wreath - and the stem is 
higher and slender, although the shape is otherwise abso-
lutely identical. Green (GREEN 1986, 130) also notes that 
the kyathos shape was used for only a very short time and 
was possibly limited to the Laurel Spray Group. 

Compare CVA Verona 1, pl. 20.3; B. 652, pl. 20 (3-
4); CVA Cop enhague 7, pl. 276.3; Sotheby's, London, 23 
February 1976, lot 293. 

Unpublished. 

3-4. KYATHOS. Inv. B.652 (Pizz. 1248; St. 1009). From the 
Pizzati collection, 1834. H. 12.6 cm; h. with handle 18.6 
cm; d. mouth 7.2 cm; d. foot 4.6 cm. 

Large fragment of upper neck with edge of rim re-
attached, missing small fragments repaired with plaster.

Edges of rim broken away. Minor flaking of glaze on 
and beneath handle. Surface worn, applied paints flaked 
away in places. Clay brownish, pale. Wash brown and 
dark pink. Glaze black, in places olive tinged, with slight 
sheen. Applied colours: white, yellow, purple. 

Glaze covers whole surface except for inside below 
the rim, lower part of body and transition to stand, as 
well as inner surface of stand. 

Around the rim an incised line, then two bands of 
white egg pattern, then a double incised line (very care-
lessly executed); next a band of alternative yellow and 
purple stripes, then a double incised line again. Below is 
a band of large yellow dots, then a band of small yellow 
dots. Much lower down an extremely carelessly execut-
ed incised line, with ivy leaves above and below. On the 
body are two laurel branches running in opposite direc-
tions towards a central fifteen-petalled rosette. 

The Laurel Spray Group. 
340-320 BC. 
Kyathoi were found in Gnathia ceramics only for a 

short time and were limited to the Laurel Spray Group 
(GREEN 1986, 130). 

About the Laurel Spray Group see: GREEN 1976, 10; 
GREEN 1986, 130. 

Compare the shape on GREEN 1986, 132, fig. 23, 
which also reveals similarities in rim. Neck and foot of 
Hermitage oinochoe are taller. Also GREEN 1976, 6, pl. 
8a; B.4343 (pl. 20.1-2); CVA Verona 1, pl. 20.3; CVA Co-
penhague 7, pl. 276.3 (shape, rim); Sotheby's, London, 23 
February 1976, lot 293. 

Bibl.: STEPHANI I, 407, no. 1009. 

PLATE 21 

1-2. LEKYYHOS. Inv. B.637 (Pizzati 1311; St. 931). From 
the Pizzati collection, 1834. Found in Apulia. H. 14.6 cm; 
d. mouth 6.8 cm; d. foot 6.6 cm. 

Assembled from several pieces. Surface slightly worn, 
with very small chips and fine cracks. Flaking of applied 
colours, particularly poor preservation of rosette and left 
side of laurel wreath. Clay orange-brown. Wash dark 
red. Glaze good quality, lustrous black. Applied colours: 
white, yellow, red. 

Glaze over whole surface except inner surface and in-
ner surface of foot. 

On the shoulders: two horizontal lines, egg pattern in 
white without dots, two horizontal incised lines, a band 
of alternating yellow and red stripes, two incised lines.
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Descending from them down the body are three vertical 
sprays: a central laurel spray, to right and left ivy sprays. 
Between them are a band of large yellow dots, then a 
band of small yellow dots grouped in threes, then two 
large seven-petalled rosettes (yellow?). 

The Laurel Spray Group. 
340-330 BC. 
The lekythos has all the characteristic features of the 

Laurel Spray Group. See: GREEN 1976, 10; GREEN 1986, 
130. 

Shape borrowed from metal vessels of the end of the 
5th century BC. 

Compare CVA Napoli 3, pl. 64.2; CVA Sèvres, pl. 
47.24; CVA Bologna 3, pl. 1. 15; BERNARDINI 1961, p1. 
53.3; GREEN 1976, pl. 19, nos. 18. Same shape: Bassano 
del Grappa, no. 1.3.4; FORTI 1982, 525, pl. 147.3,4; CVA 
Bologna 3, p1. 1.37; CVA Goluchow, pl. 53.3. 

Bibl.: STEPHANI I, 400, no. 931. 

3-4. OiNocHoE. Inv. B.643 (Pizz. 1265; St. 929). From the 
Pizzati collection, 1834. H. 17 cm; d. foot 8 cm. 

Intact. Surface slightly worn with very small breaks in 
glaze. On the handle, by lip, a deep crack. Small chips 
along rim edge. Clay orange-brown. Glaze black with 
slight sheen. Applied colours: white, pale yellow, brown. 

Oinochoe shape 3. 
Glaze over whole of oinochoe except for inner surface 

(although inside rim with glaze), lower part of body and 
inner surface of stand. Band of black glaze along edge of 
stand. 

On the neck, egg pattern in added white with incised 
line above and double incised line below. Beneath, alter-
nating yellow and purple (brown) stripes, double incised 
line below. Body divided into two sections by three verti-
cal bands: leaves in the centre, ivy-sprays to sides (stems 
incised). At top of each section below double incised band 
a row of four large yellow dots with a row of four small 
dots below. In each section a laurel wreath in white and 
yellow, one consisting of two rows of dots, the other of 
two rows of circles. The laurels are at different heights. 

The Laurel Spray Group. 
340-320 BC. 
About the Laurel Spray Group see GREEN 1976, 10; 

GREEN 1986, 130. 
Compare for the drawing GREEN 1976, 10, pl. 19a; 

CVA Bologna 3, pis. 2.7, 2.2, 1.15; CVA Braunschweig 
Herzog Anton Ulrich—Museum, p1. 46.8 (similar, although 
with bunches of grapes instead of wreaths); CVA British

Museum 1, pl. 5.16; CVA Sèvres, pl. 47.24; BERNARDINI 
1961, pl. 53.3 (similar, although with bunches of grapes 
instead of wreaths); CVA Verona 1, pl. 20.3; GREEN 1986, 
130, note 65, fig. 23. 

Bibl.: STEPHANI I, 399, no. 929. 

PLATE 22 

1-2. SKYPHOS. Inv. B.613 (Pizz. 1256; St. 978). From the 
Pizzati collection, 1834. H. 10 cm; d. mouth 8.6 cm; d. 
with handles 15.4 cm; d. foot 4.4 cm. 

Intact. Small chips and dents along rim edge. Consid-
erable loss of glaze on right handle. By the same handle 
a long fine crack running from rim down. Large dent on 
stand. Clay brownish, very pale. Wash not very bright, 
pinkish-brown. Glaze black with slight sheen; on side B 
slightly olive tinge in places. Applied colours: white, yel-
low, brown with red shape. 

Skyphos of Corinthian type. 
Glaze covers whole of skyphos except lower part of 

body, left reserved and covered with wash, with fine line 
of black glaze. Broad glazed ring round the middle of the 
inner face of the bottom. 

A: Around the rim egg pattern in added white with 
double incised line above and below. Beneath, alternat-
ing yellow and brown stripes, double incised line below. 
Body divided into two sections by three vertical bands, 
leaves in the centre, ivy-sprays to the sides (stems incised). 
In each section a row of three small yellow dots below in-
cised band. In each section a white and yellow rosette. 

B: Around the rim a double incised line with white ivy 
leaves above and below. 

The Laurel Spray Group. 
3 40-320 BC. 
The skyphos can be attributed to the Laurel Spray 

Group on the basis of the presence of all the character-
istic features set out by Green: the laurel sprays in the 
centre of the obverse of the small(er) vases, glossy glaze, 
the purple shade of red paint, with the egg, ivy and laurel 
left white, the rest washed over with yellow (GREEN, 1976, 
10).

The nearest analogy: CVA Bologna 3, pl. 2.13; CVA 
Verona 1, pl. 21.2a, 2b. 

Compare CVA Bologna 3, pl. 2.2; CVA Brunswick 1, 
pl. 46.8; CVA British Museum 1, p1. 5.16; CVA Napoli 3, 
pl. 64.2; CVA Sèvres, pl. 47.24; CVA Verona 1, pl. 20.3. 
See GREEN 1986, 130, note 65, fig. 23; GREEN 1976, p1. 
19; CVA Braunschweig, Herzog Anton Ulrich-Museum,
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